The master field is the large N limit of the Yang-Mills measure on the Euclidean plane. It can be viewed as a non-commutative process indexed by paths on the plane. We construct and study generalized master fields, called free planar Markovian holonomy fields which are versions of the master field where the law of a simple loop can be as more general as it is possible. We prove that those free planar Markovian holonomy fields can be seen as well as the large N limit of some Markovian holonomy fields on the plane with unitary structure group.
Introduction
In 1954, Yang and Mills considered a non-Abelian gauge theory, which has led to the elaboration of the standard model [24] . The Yang-Mills measure is then the reference measure to compute Feynman integrals. It is supposed to have a density with respect to a translation invariant measure on the space of connections on a principal bundle. Unfortunately, this definition is mathematically meaningless, since the space of connections is not locally compact. Giving a rigorous description of the Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions is still an open problem, but in the case of a two-dimensional space-time, its construction is possible. Physicists as Douglas [9] , Gopakumar and Gross [14] and mathematicians as Gross [15] , Driver [10] , Singer [21] , Sengupta [20] and Lévy [17] have explained how a connection on a surface can be thought as an element of the structure group for each path on this surface.
In this article, we focus our attention to the following case, under study in [17] : the structure group is given by the unitary group U (N ) of dimension N and the surface is given by the plane R 2 . We refer to [17] for a historical and mathematical expository of the Yang-Mills theory in that particular case. We only need to know that, in that situation, the planar Yang-Mill measure can be seen as the distribution of a planar Markovian holonomy field [13] , that is to say, a random process (H l ) l∈L 0 , indexed by a set L 0 of loops of the plane R 2 , with value in the group U (N ), and subject to some conditions (see Definition 2.2).
The so-called master field is the limiting behaviour in large dimension N of this YangMills measure. It can be described with the help of the language of free probability of Voiculescu [22] . In our setting, it is the limit in non-commutative distribution of (H l ) l∈L 0 (which implicitly depends on N ) when N tends to infinity. Thus, it is a noncommutative process (H l ) l∈L 0 , indexed by a set L 0 of loops of the plane R 2 , with value in the group of unitaries of a non-commutative probability space. It appears that the properties of being a planar Markovian holonomy field (Definition 2.2) for the YangMills measure yields some structural properties for the master field. In this paper, any non-commutative process which shares those properties with the master field is called a free planar Markovian holonomy field (see Definition 2.6). Our first result, Theorem 2.2, gives a complete parametrisation of the set of free planar Markovian holonomy fields, and comes together with a construction of all those free planar Markovian holonomy fields. In particular, it gives a third construction of the master field, different from [1, 17] . Remark that being a free planar Markovian holonomy field is not sufficient to be the master field. Surprisingly, our second result, Theorem 2.3, says that the unique free planar Markovian holonomy field which is continuous in the operator norm is the master field: we distinguish the master field from other non-commutative processes by looking at global properties, without knowing the precise law of each loop.
The convergence of the planar Yang-Mills measure to the master field has been first rigorously proved in 2011 [1] . Theorem 2.1, the main motivation of this work, is the following result: every free planar Markovian holonomy field is the limit in noncommutative distribution of a sequence of planar Markovian holonomy fields. In other words, the non-commutative processes which share the global properties of the master field are also limits of planar Markovian holonomy fields in large dimension.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In the next section, we give the definitions of a planar Markovian holonomy field, of a free planar Markovian holonomy field and of the master field. We also state our main results, that is to say Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. In Section 3, we study free planar Markovian holonomy fields. We give a construction of free planar Markovian holonomy fields and prove Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. Section 4 is devoted to prove Theorem 2.1.
Definition and main result
In this section, we define classical and free planar Markovian holonomy fields in a parallel way, but also recall some basics of non-commutative probability which are needed to express our three main results in the last paragraph of the current section.
Planar Markovian holonomy fields
We are going to consider functions defined on the set of loops drawn in the plane and with value in some group.
The set of paths P in the plane is the set of rectifiable oriented curves drawn in R 2 up to increasing reparametrization. Since we imposed the condition of rectifiability, any path p ∈ P has a length denoted by ℓ(p). The set of loops based at 0, denoted by L 0 , is the set of paths l such that the two endpoints of l are equal to 0. Such a loop is called simple when it does not intersect itself outside of its endpoints. There exists a natural structure on L 0 given by the concatenation and the orientation-inversion of paths. 
The notion of planar Markovian holonomy fields was defined in [13] . In this paper, we will only consider pure planar Markovian holonomy fields. Since we will only restrain ourself to the setting of random holonomies on L 0 (instead of the set of paths P), let us give a definition of planar Markovian holonomy fields, slightly different, which fits well with our study.
We fix one underlying probability space (Ω, F, P). Let G be a compact Lie group and let d G be a bi-invariant distance on G. The set L 1 (Ω, G) of G-valued random variables on Ω is a group for the multiplication of random variables. 
Definition 2.2. A pure G-valued planar Markovian holonomy field is an element
(H l ) l∈L 0 of Mult(L 0 , L 1 (Ω, G)) such that:H l : l ∈ L 0 whose image is in Int(l 1 ) , H l : l ∈ L 0 whose image is in Int(l 2 ) .
3-Gauge invariance: for any
The difference between a pure and a general planar Markovian holonomy field appears in the independence property : a weaker version is required for planar Markovian holonomy fields [13, Definition 4.1] . For sake of simplicity, since we will use only pure planar Markovian holonomy fields, we will call them planar Markovian holonomy fields and we will always assume that they are pure.
Remark 2.1. The set Mult(L 0 , G) can be endowed with the Borel σ-algebra B which is the smallest σ-algebra such that for any loops l 1 , ..., l n in L 0 and any continuous function
In the article [13] , a planar Markovian holonomy field is viewed as a probability
Conversely We have endowed the set of loops with an algebraic structure (concatenation and inversion), we can also endow it with a topological structure. Let us remind the reader the notion of convergence with fixed-endpoints defined by T. Lévy in [16] . Let (l n ) n∈N be a sequence of loops in L 0 . The sequence (l n ) n∈N converges if and only if there exists a loop l ∈ L 0 such that:
where the infimum is taken on the parametrizations of the loops l n and l. The left hand side defines actually a distance on L 0 . We will always consider continuity defined with respect to this notion of convergence. 
or equivalently, H ln converges in probability to H l .
Free planar Markovian holonomy fields
When G is a compact matrix Lie group in M N (C), a G-valued planar Markovian holonomy field can be consider as a process indexed by L 0 with value in some non-commutative probability space in the following sense.
Definition 2.4.
A non-commutative probability space (A, τ ) consists of a unital * -algebra A endowed with a tracial positive linear functional τ : A → C with τ (1) = 1.
. Then, the random holonomy field (h(l)) l∈L 0 is a process with value in the non-commutative probability space L ∞ (Ω, M N (C)) endowed with the trace E • tr.
The definition of a free planar Markovian holonomy field follows the definition of a planar Markovian holonomy field viewed as a process indexed by L 0 when the noncommutative probability space (L ∞ (Ω, M N (C)), E • tr) is replaced by an arbitrary one. We will see that this general definition is the good one in order to describe the limit of some planar Markovian holonomy fields whose dimension is growing. However, one has to find the right replacement of the different properties which caracterize a planar Markovian holonomy field.
Fortunately, the analogues of the basic notions of probability in the context of a noncommutative probability space are now deeply understood, and we refer to the books [19, 22] for a general description. Here are the non-commutative version of the concept of law and of the concept of independence. Definition 2.5. Let (A, τ ) be a non-commutative probability space.
1. Let (a j ) j∈J be a family of A. The non-commutative law (or non-commutative distribution) of (a j ) j∈J is the map from the non-commutative polynomials C X j , X * j : j ∈ J to C given by P → τ (P (a j : j ∈ J)). 
Two subalgebras
we have τ (a 1 · · · a n ) = 0 whenever τ (a 1 ) = · · · = τ (a n ) = 0. Two families F 1 and F 2 of elements of A are freely independent if the algebras they generate are freely independent.
We are now ready to state the definition of a free planar Markovian holonomy field. 
3-Continuity : the convergence in non-commutative distribution of h
The gauge invariance condition in the setting of free planar Markovian holonomy fields has no interest, since any family of A is invariant by conjugation in non-commutative law by any element of A u . Moreover, the continuity property has been formulated here differently because the stochastic continuity of a planar Markovian holonomy field has no rigourous equivalent in non-commutative probability. The formulation is justified by the fact that the stochastic continuity implies in particular the convergence in law of
Main results
For all N ≥ 1, the group of unitary matrices of size N × N is denoted by U (N ). Every free planar Markovian holonomy field is the limit of some U (N )-valued planar Markovian holonomy fields in the following sense. 
This theorem is a consequence of a complete parametrisation of all free planar Markovian holonomy fields that we will explain now. A Lévy measure on the unit circle U is a measure v on U such that v({1}) = 0 and U (ℜ(ζ) − 1)dv(ζ) < ∞. This parametrisation comes with a detailed construction of a free planar Markovian holonomy field for each triplet (α, b, v) . The master field (up to a drift and a scaling of the area) is in particular the non-commutative distribution of the free planar Markovian holonomy field associated with (α, b, 0), and we are able to provide the following property of the master field, which turns out to be quite unique. It requires the following notion of L ∞ -seminorm · L ∞ (τ ) of a non-commutative probability space (A, τ ): it is the seminorm with values in [0, ∞] defined, for all a ∈ A, by
When considering non-commutative probability spaces which are von Neumann algebras with faithful, normal and tracial state τ , it coincides with the operator norm. 
3 Classification and construction
Free planar Markovian holonomy fields and free Lévy processes
Let (h l ) l∈L 0 be a free planar Markovian holonomy field. For all continuous process (l(t)) t≥0 of simple loops of L 0 such that for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t, Int(l(s)) ⊂ Int(l(t)) and such that dx(Int(l(t))) = t, the forthcoming Proposition 3.1 says that the process (h l(t) ) t≥0 is a free unitary Lévy process (first considered in [6] ) in the following sense. Proof. The fact that (h l(t) ) t≥0 is a free unitary Lévy process is a direct consequence of Definition 2.6. Now, let us explain why the non-commutative law (h l ) l∈L 0 is uniquely determined by the non-commutative law of the free unitary Lévy process (h l(t) ) t≥0 . The arguments are those of [13, Theorem 22] , where the law of a process is replaced by the non-commutative distribution of a non-commutative process. For the reader convenience, we recall the two principal steps of the proof. First, the invariance by diffeomorphisms allows to deduce the non-commutative distribution of any finite collection of simple loops based at 0. Secondly, the continuity condition of Definition 2.6 implies that this knowledge is sufficient to deduce the non-commutative distribution of any finite collection of loops, by an approximation argument.
As a consequence, the classification of the non-commutative laws of free planar Markovian holonomy fields is equivalent to the classification of the non-commutative laws of free unitary Lévy processes. Here again, the characterisation of the non-commutative laws of free unitary Lévy processes has already been established in [3] . We present here the (equivalent) description given in [7] , when the characteristic pair is replaced by the free characteristic triplets. It allows to parametrize the free unitary Lévy processes (and so free planar Markovian holonomy fields), and will be useful in the rest of the paper.
Let (a t ) t≥0 be a free unitary Lévy process in (A, τ ). The series φ at (z) = n≥1 z n τ (a n t ) is invertible near the origin, and we set S at (z) = 1+z z φ −1 at (z). A consequence of [3] (see [7] for the precise link) is the existence of α ∈ R, b ≥ 0 and v a Lévy measure on the unit circle U (i.e. a measure such that v({1}) = 0 and U (ℜ(ζ) − 1)dv(ζ) < ∞) uniquely determined by the following identity
We call (α, b, v) the characteristic triplet of the Lévy process (a t ) t≥0 . Every α ∈ R, b ≥ 0 and Lévy measure v is the characteristic triplet of some free unitary Lévy process. Conversely, the non-commutative law of a free unitary Lévy process is determined by its characteristic triplet. For example, we have an explicit description of the first moment of the process, which turns out to be useful for the rest of the paper.
Proposition 3.2. Let (a t ) t≥0 be a free unitary Lévy process with characteristic triplet
Proof. It suffices to remark that τ (a t ) is the coefficient of z in φ at (z), and so can be read as S at (0).
Combining the previous characterization of free unitary Lévy processes and Proposition 3.1, we get a weaker version of Theorem 2.2 which can be formulated as follows. Table 1 . We will see in next section that the arrow from free planar Markovian holonomy fields to free unitary Lévy processes can be reversed: for all charateristic triplet (α, b, v), there exists a free planar Markovian holonomy field whose characteristic triplet is (α, b, v) . For now, we turn our attention to a particular free planar Markovian holonomy field, which is known under the name of master field. In case that v = 0, the free unitary Lévy process whose characteristic triplet is (α, b, 0) is a free unitary Brownian motion, a particular process introduced in [4] , with some scaled speed given by b and a drift given by α. Thus, a master field is a free planar Markovian holonomy field whose free unitary Lévy process given by Proposition 3.1 is a free unitary Brownian motion. Here is a new characterization of free unitary Brownian motions among free unitary Lévy processes which turns out to be useful for us.
Proposition 3.3. Let (a t ) t≥0 be a free unitary Lévy process with characteristic triplet (α, b, v). The following sentences are equivalent:
• the L ∞ -seminorm a t − 1 L ∞ (τ ) tends to 0 as t tends to 0;
• the process (a t ) t≥0 is a free unitary Brownian motion with speed b and drift α.
Moreover, when the above sentences are true, we have the following estimate for t sufficiently small:
Proof. Let (α, b, v) be the characteristic triplet of (a t ) t≥0 . Recall that (a t ) t≥0 is a free unitary Brownian motion if and only if v = 0. Because a t is unitary, there exists a unique measure µ t on U such that, for all n ≥ 0, τ (a n t ) = U x n dµ t (x). The measure µ t is known as the spectral measure of a t in (A, τ ). Moreover, a t − 1 L ∞ (τ ) is in this case the maximal distance between 1 and any point in the support of a t . As a consequence, the condition a t − 1 L ∞ (τ ) tends to 0 as t tends to 0 is equivalent to the convergence of the support of µ t to {1} for the Hausdorff distance of sets, as t tends to 0. Thus, it suffices to prove that the following sentences are equivalent:
• the support of µ t converges to {1} for the Hausdorff distance as t tends to 0;
• we have v = 0.
Let us first assume that the support of µ t converges to {1} for the Hausdorff distance of sets, as t tends to 0. Thanks to [7, Corollary 3 .8], we know that
Conversely, let us assume that v = 0, or equivalently, that S at (z) is given by exp (−iαt + (bz + b/2)t) . [5, Proposition 10] gives the data of the support
of µ t for t sufficiently small, from which we deduce that the support of µ t converges to {1} for the Hausdorff distance of sets as t tends to 0. Moreover, we deduce (4) as the maximal distance between 1 and any point in the support of µ t described above.
Construction
In this subsection, we are going to show that, given a free Lévy process, one can associate a Free planar Markovian holonomy field: this will allow to reverse the left arrow in Table 1 . A very convenient way to define the Yang-Mills field on two dimensional compact surfaces has been described by Thierry Lévy in [16] . In a first step, it consists in defining it on finite graphs with some refinement compatibility. Then, this discrete definition is extended to all rectifiable loops by some continuity argument. By modifying the first step, F. Gabriel was able to define in [13] all regular planar Markovian holonomy fields. We will see that this construction turns out to be sufficiently flexible to define also the master field, and more generally the free planar Markovian holonomy fields.
To emphasize the parallel between the probabilistic construction (planar Markovian holonomy fields) and the non-commutative one (free planar Markovian holonomy fields), we will do them jointly in an abstract framework that encompasses the two notions of law we are dealing with. We will fix :
• a group Γ endowed with a pseudometric d which is invariant by multiplications and by inversions: for any h,
From now on, we will denote by e the neutral element of G,
• a notion of law on Γ given as follows. 
implies that:
We will also suppose that the distance and the abstract law on Γ are compatible: if
.
It was showed in [13] that an important property needed, for the first step of the construction, is braidability. In order to introduce this property, we need to define the braid group. The simplest way to define this group is by using a generator-relation presentation ; one can read Section 1.2 of [13] for a geometric definition of the braid group. Let k be an integer greater than 2. 
In the following, (
will always denote the generators choosen in Definition 3.4. An important fact about the braid group with n strands B n is that there exists a surjective morphism ρ : B k → S k , which sends β i on the transposition (i, i + 1) for any i ∈ {1, ..., k − 1}. For the sake of simplicity, for any β ∈ B k , we denote the permutation ρ(β) by σ β . We will need also to use some actions of the braid group on the free group F k and on Γ k . Definition 3.5. Let F k be the free group of rank k generated by e 1 , ..., e k . We define the natural action of B k on F k by:
i+1 , β i e j = e j , for any j / ∈ {i, i + 1}. 
One can verify easily that the braid group relations are satisfied in these last definitions: the natural action of B k on Γ k and on F k are well defined. For a graphical computation of the braid action on Γ k , one can read the discussion in [13] after the Definition 7.4. Definition 3.7. Let g ∈ Γ k , we say that g is purely invariant by braids if for any braid β ∈ B k :
In the following, a family (g t ) t≥0 of elements of Γ such that g 0 = e is called an abstract process.
Definition 3.8. A purely braidable stationary process is an abstract process (g t ) t≥0 such that:
• for any finite set T , for any family of positive real numbers (x t ) t∈T , for any total orders ≤ and on T :
• for any positive integer k, for any k-tuple of reals
is purely invariant by braids.
The set of piecewise affine loops will be important in the first step of the construction.
Definition 3.9. A loop l ∈ L 0 is piecewise affine if it is the concatenation of segments.
The set of such loops is denoted by L aff .
We will need also to take projective limits of some families of elements of Γ.
Definition 3.10. Let us denote by
is a projective family if for any finite subsets F 1 and
In the following, we will always suppose that (Γ, ∼) has the following projective property.
Definition 3.11. The group Γ endowed with an abstract law satisfies the projective property if for any projective family of multiplicative functions (H
there exists a complete metric group Γ, d , endowed with an abstract law ∼ such that:
• translations and inversion are isometries on Γ,
• the distance d is compatible with the abstract law ∼:
• for any integer k, for any sequences (a n ) n∈N and (b n ) n∈N of elements of Γ k , if a n and b n converges respectively to a and b when n goes to infinity, and if for any positive integer n, a n ∼b n then a∼b.
Let us describe, in two steps, the abstract construction which will be applied after in order to construct planar Markovian holonomy fields and free planar Markovian holonomy fields.
On finite planar graphs
Let us consider a finite planar graph G. This is the data of set of paths, the edges, E, such that:
• E is stable by inversion,
• two edges which are not each other's inverse meet, if at all, only at some of their endpoints,
• the bounded faces, which are the bounded connected components of E\ . From now on, we will always suppose that for any finite planar graph that we consider, 0 ∈ V. A path in G is a concatenation of its edges. It is called reduced if it does not contain any sequence of the form ee −1 , with e ∈ E. Any finite family of reduced loops based at 0 and drawn on G, namely {l 1 , ..., l k }, can be seen as a subset of π 1 (G), the fundamental group of G based at 0. This group is a free group and a useful family of free generating subsets of π 1 (G) is given in Section 6.3 of [13] . Let us discuss briefly how to construct these free generating subsets. Let us consider T a covering tree of G. For any vertices u and v of G, let us denote by [u, v] T the unique path in T which goes from u to v. Let us consider, for any bounded face F of G, a loop c F which surrounds the face F in the anti-clockwise orientation and which starting point is denoted by c F . Let us denote by F b the subset of bounded faces of G. We consider the family of loops l
Let us consider the family F(G) of free generating subsets of π 1 (G) constructed this way. An element of F(G) will be denoted by a subset b F , F ∈ F b where one has to understand that b F is the loop associated to the bounded face F . The most important properties of F(G), proved in Proposition 6.1 and Proposition 7.1 of [13] , are given in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.
The following conditions hold: 
for any two elements {b
F , F ∈ F b } and {c F , F ∈ F b } in F(G),b F σ β (1) , ...b F σ β (#F b ) = β • c F 1 , ..., c F #F b ,
for any Lipschitz homeomorphism Ψ which sends
Let us consider a finite planar graph G with k bounded faces. Let us consider an enumeration of the k bounded faces of G : (F 1 , . .., F k ). Let (g 1 , . .., g k ) be a purely invariant by braids k-tuple of Γ.
In the following, we will show that one can construct in some sense a canonical element of Hom(π 1 (G), Γ op ), where Γ op is the group which underlying set is the same as Γ and which product is given by x. op y = yx. Let us choose l an element of F(G): using the enumeration of the faces, one can consider l as a sequence (l 1 , ..., l k ). By the first condition of Theorem 3.2, l is a free generating family of π 1 (G), thus, for any loop l ∈ π 1 (G), we can find a unique reduced word w in l 1 , ..., l k , l
where w op is the word w read from left to right. 
Proof. Let us consider
. Since H l,g and H l ′ ,g are Lipschitz homeomorphisms and using the definition of an abstract law, it is enough to prove that:
Using the condition 2 of Theorem 3.2, we know that there exists a braid β ∈ B k such that:
Using the multiplicativity property of H l,g and Lemma 7.1 of [13] :
Since g is purely invariant by braids,
.., g k ), and since by definition,
we get the following fact:
which allows us to conclude the proof.
From now on, let us consider g = (g t ) t≥0 a purely braidable stationary process in Γ. Let dx be the Lebesgue measure on the plane. Let us consider for any i ∈ {1, ..., k},
, and h = (h 1 , ..., h k ). The k-tuple h is purely invariant by braids. Let us choose a family l in F(G). Since the law of H l,h does not depend on the choice of l, and since we only care about the laws of the objects, we can define:
One does not forget that we chose, since the beginning, an enumeration of the k bounded faces of G. Actually, the choice of enumeration does not matter. Proof. Let us suppose that we have two enumerations of the bounded faces of G: this means that we have two total orders ≤ and on F b . Using the condition 1 of the definition of a purely braidable stationary process, we know that:
This allows us to see that the law of HF g G does not not depend on the choice of enumeration.
Since the law does not depend on the choice of the enumeration, we will pick an enumeration for any given finite planar graph, but we will forget about this choice.
The Lipschitz homeomorphisms that we have just constructed are compatible for different graphs. Let us consider two graphs G 1 and G 2 such that G 2 is finer than G 1 : this implies that π 1 (G 1 ) ⊂ π 1 (G 2 ). For any integer k, for any k-tuple of loops (l 1 , ..., l k ) in π 1 (G 1 ) ,
Theorem 3.4.
Proof. The proof follows exactly the one of the compatibility condition in Proposition 8.2 in [13] . Let us only explain the case when G 1 has a unique bounded face, F, and G 2 has two bounded faces in F, that we denote by F r and F l such that 0 is in the boundary of F r and F l . Let l be the unique loop based at 0 in π 1 (G 1 ) which surrounds the face F in the anticlockwise orientation. Let us prove that:
Let us consider l r and l l two loops based at 0 such that:
1. l r is based at 0 and surrounds F r in the anticlockwise orientation, 2. l l is based at 0 and surrounds F l in the anticlockwise orientation,
In order to study the law of HF
(l r ) we can choose any enumeration of the faces, thus we take the enumeration: (F r , F l ). This gives:
where we used the fact that dx(F r ) + dx(F l ) = dx(F).
Let us consider a finite subset F = {l 1 , ..., l k } of L aff . A fairly simple but important lemma is the following. 
., l k } is a concatenation of edges of G.
Let G be such a graph. We define the family:
Using the Theorem 3.4, the law of HF 
is a projective family. Since we supposed that the group Γ satisfies the projective property, defined in Definition 3.11, there exists a complete metric group Γ, d endowed with an abstract law ∼, an homeomorphism ι : Γ → Γ and a family
such that for any finite family F of loops in L aff ,
Thus for any purely braidable stationary process g = (g t ) t≥0 in Γ, we managed to construct an element HF g of Mult(L aff , Γ), such that for any finite planar graph G whose edges are piecewise affine, for any family of loops (
In the next section, we will prove that, under some analytical condition on g, one can extend by continuity HF g in order to get an element of Mult(L, Γ) such that for any finite planar graph G, for any family of loops (l 1 , ..., l k ) ∈ π 1 (G), the Equation (5) is satisfied.
On rectifiable loops
In this section we will extend HF g in order to define a function in Mult(L 0 , Γ). From now on, we will denote the function HF g defined on L aff by HF g aff : the name HF g will be used for the extension of HF g aff . In order to extend HF g Aff , we will need to suppose that the process g = (g t ) t≥0 satisfies the following condition: there exists a constant K ≥ 0 such that, for any t ≥ 0,
From now on, we will always suppose this analytical bound on g. In fact, the analytical bound (6) implies that (g t ) t≥0 is continuous. Indeed, for any positive real numbers t and ǫ, using the invariance of
. Yet, using the first axiom in Definition 3.8, g t , g t+ǫ g
t ∼ g ǫ and by compatibility of the distance and the abstract law, d(e, g t+ǫ g
Let us consider any simple loop l ∈ L aff bounding a domain D. By the projectivity property, HF This allows us to apply the following theorem proved by T. Lévy in [16] . 
Then the function H admits a unique extension as an element of Mult(L 0 , Γ) which is continuous for the convergence with fixed endpoints.
This theorem allows us to extend the function HF g Aff , and thus to prove the following result. Theorem 3.6. Let g = (g t ) t≥0 be a purely braidable stationary process satisfying (6 
2-Finite dimensional law: for any finite planar graph G, for any enumeration of the bounded faces (F 1 , ..., F k ), for any family of loops
(l 1 , ..., l k ) ∈ F(G), (HF g (l i )) k i=1 ∼ ι g i j=1 dx(F j ) g i−1 j=1 dx(F j ) −1 k i=1 ,
3-Continuity: the function HF g is continuous for the convergence with fixed-endpoints.
Proof. We will only sketch the proof of this theorem since it follows the same ideas used in the proof of Propositions 8.2 and 8.4 of [13] .
We have seen that we can extend the function HF g Aff in order to get a multiplicative function HF g in Mult(L 0 , Γ) which is continuous for the convergence with fixedendpoints. Besides, by definition it satisfies the finite dimensional law condition when G is a finite planar graph whose edges are piecewise affine.
It remains to prove that the finite dimensional law condition is valid for any finite planar graph G and that the invariance by area-preserving Lipschitz homeomorphisms is satisfied by HF g . Let us consider a finite planar graph G. We recall that we have always assumed that 0 is a vertex of G. Using Theorem 3.2 in [13] , one can approximate G by a sequence (G n ) n∈N of finite planar graphs with piecewise affine edges in such a way that G n is the image of G by a Lipschitz homeomorphism ψ n and for any bounded face F of G, dx (ψ n (F )) converges to dx (F ). Besides, the vertices of G n are equal to the vertices of G. If (F 1 , . .., F k ) is an enumeration of the bounded faces of G, and (l 1 , ..., l n ) ∈ F(G), then for any positive integer n,
Using the continuity of the field HF g , the left hand side converges to (HF g (l i )) k i=1 and using the analytical condition on g, the different axioms and the remark about the continuity of the process g explained after the Equation 6, the right hand side is converging
. This implies that:
In order to prove the invariance by area-preserving diffeomorphisms, using the continuity of the field HF g , it is enough to consider loops with piecewise affine edges, and thus, using Lemma 3.2, we have to prove that for any finite planar graph G and G ′ with k bounded faces, if ψ preserves the Lebesgue measure, and if G ′ = ψ(G), then for any loops (l 1 , ..., l n ) in G, based at 0, (HF g (ψ(l 1 )) , ..., HF g (ψ(l n ))) has the same law as (HF g (l 1 ) , ..., HF g (l n )). This boils down to prove that for any (l 1 , ..., l k ) ∈ F(G), (HF g (ψ(l 1 )) , ..., HF g (ψ(l k ))) has the same law as (HF g (l 1 ) , ..., HF g (l k )) which is true since (ψ(l 1 ), ..., ψ(l k )) ∈ F(G ′ ) and for any bounded face F of G, dx(F ) = dx(ψ(F )).
When g = (g t ) t≥0 is a usual or a free Lévy process, the finite dimensional law condition will imply the independence property of either Definition 2.2 or Definition 2.6.
Planar Markovian holonomy fields and free planar Markovian holonomy fields
In this section, we explain how one can use the abstract setting constructed in the previous sections in order to construct planar Markovian holonomy fields and free planar Markovian holonomy fields. The construction that we get for planar Markovian holonomy fields is the same than the one done in [13] . Let us consider a continuous process of simple loops of L 0 such that the interiors of the increments are disjoint and such that dx (Int(l(t))) = t. Let us recall that G is a compact Lie group, and (A, τ ) holds for a non-commutative probability space. Let (Y t ) t≥0 and (y t ) t≥0 be respectively a G-valued Lévy process and a A-valued free Lévy process. Let us suppose that (Y t ) t≥0 is invariant in law by conjugation by the group G. Proof. The result for (Y t ) t≥0 is a direct consequence of Proposition 7.2 of [13] . Let us consider (y t ) t≥0 . Since it has stationary and freely independent increments, the first property is satisfied. It remains to prove the purely invariance by braids of the increments. Yet, using again the freeness property of the increments, and the fact that the group of braids with n strands is generated by the elementary braids (β i )
, it remains to prove that for any real 0 < t 1 < t 2 , g t 2 g −1 t 1 , g t 1 is purely invariant by braids. This is a consequence from the fact that if a and b are two elements in A, (a, b) is always purely invariant by braids. Indeed, for any non-commutative monomial P in a and b: , b) ) .
Since the elementary braid β 1 generates the group of braids with two strands, for any braid β ∈ B 2 , β • (a, b) has the same law as σ β • (a, b).
Let L be a subset of L 0 . For any loop l ∈ L, the canonical projection defined on Mult (L, G):
will simply be denoted by l, without any reference to the set L. In the following we are going to change the space on which (Y t ) t≥0 is defined in order to get the projective property as explained in Definition 3.11. This will allow us to define the group Γ and the process (g t ) t≥0 used in Theorem 3.6. We will do the same for the non-commutative algebra A and the free Lévy process (y t ) t≥0 .
Lemma 3.4.
There exists a measure of probability on Mult ((l t ) t≥0 , G) , denoted by P, such that the canonical process of projections (l t ) t≥0 , defined on the probability space (Mult ((l t ) t≥0 , G) , P) has the same law as (Y t ) t≥0 . Mult ((l t ) t≥0 , G) is simply the space {e} × G {lt,t>0} . Thus, the lemma only asserts that there exists a measure or probability on {e} × G {lt,t>0} such that the canonical process of projection has the same law as (Y t ) t≥0 . This is a well known result.
Proof. Let us remark that
In order to have a similar result for the free Lévy process (y t ) t≥0 , one needs to define the notion of reduced loops. Let us only define the group R(l t ) t≥0 . The group R(l t ) t≥0 is the set of paths which are concatenations of elements in l t , l t |t ≥ 0 will be seen as an element of R(l t ) t≥0 . Let us remark that C [R(l t ) t≥0 ] can be endowed with an involution, denoted * , by linear extension of the application which sends l ∈ R(l t ) t≥0 on l −1 .
Lemma 3.5. There exists a tracial positive linear functionalτ on
Proof. Let us define the function φ which sends l t on y t for any positive real t. We extend it by multiplication from R(l t ) t≥0 to A and then by linearity from C [R(l t ) t≥0 ] to A. The functionalτ = τ • φ satisfies the good properties.
In the commutative setting, we will consider Γ c the group of G-valued measurable functions on Mult ((l t ) t≥0 , G) (which is a measurable space when it is endowed with the Borel cylindrical σ-algebra), endowed with the L 1 pseudometric and the usual notion of law which are defined using the probability P given by Lemma 3.4.
In the non-commutative setting, we will take Γ nc = R(l t ) t≥0 , endowed with the L 2 pseudometric defined by:
and the usual notion of non-commutative law given byτ where we recall that the tracial functionalτ was given by Lemma 3.5.
In the commutative setting, we consider g equal to the process of canonical projections (l t ) t≥0 seen as measurable functions on Mult ((l t ) t≥0 , G) . In the non-commutative setting we consider g equal to the process of loops (l t ) t≥0 seen as a process in R(l t ) t≥0 . Using Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, these two processes have the same law respectively as (Y t ) t≥0 and (y t ) t≥0 . Besides the two processes satisfy the analytical bound (6). Lemma 3.6. There exists two positive constants K c and K nc such that for any t ≥ 0:
Proof. The result in the commutative case was proved by T. Lévy in [16] , Proposition 4.3.12. Let us consider the non-commutative case. We have to consider:
In order to finish the proof, it is enought to apply Proposition 3.2.
In order to apply Theorem 3.6, we still need to show that Γ c and Γ nc satisfy the projective property defined in Definition 3.11. Proof. Let us consider the group Γ c endowed with the notion of law coming from P and the L 1 pseudometric associated to it. Let us suppose that we have a projective family of multiplicative functions ((H F (l)) l∈F ) F ∈P f (L aff ) . Applying Proposition 2.1 of [13] or Proposition 2.2.3 of [16] , there exists a measure P Aff on Mult(L aff , G) such that for any F ∈ P f (T ) the law of (H F (l)) l∈F is the same as the law of the canonical process (l) l∈F on Mult(L aff , G). We consider Γ c , the group of G-valued measurable functions on Mult(L aff , G), endowed with the L 1 metric and the notion of law which are defined by using the probability P Aff .
The translations and inversion are isometries on Γ c : this is a consequence of the invariance of the distance on G. The distance d is obviously compatible with the notion of law and satisfies the fifth point of Definition 3.11. Besides, there exists a natural homeomorphism ι : Γ c → Γ c , it is induced by the restriction function ψ :
l∈Aff is given by the canonical process (l) l∈L aff on Mult(L aff , G) which is, by tautology, an element of Mult(L Aff , Γ c ). By definition of P Aff , the second property of Definition 3.11 is satisfied.
Let us consider the group Γ nc endowed with the notion of law coming fromτ and the L 2 pseudometric associated to it. Let us consider RL Aff the group of reduced piecewise affine loops based at 0. This is the set of loops l in L aff such that l does not contain any sequence of the form ee −1 where e is a piecewise affine path. Again, any piecewise affine loop can be made reduced by deleting sequences of the form ee −1 , and thus any loop in L Aff can be seen as an element of RL Aff . Let us consider a projective family of multiplicative Γ nc -valued functions ((H F (l))) F ∈P f (L aff ) . We can define a function on L aff , denoted by τ , such that for any l ∈ L aff , τ (l) =τ H {l} (l) . The linear extension of τ on C [RL aff ] is positive: this is a consequence of the projective property and the positivity ofτ . As for C[R(l t ) t≥0 ], one can define an involution, denoted by * , on C[RL aff ], which is the antilinear extension of the application which sends l ∈ RL aff on l −1 . Using this fact, we can define a pseudometric on
Using the invariance by multiplication and by inversion of d, and using the triangular inequality, H is a group and it is normal in RL aff . Thus, RL aff /H is a group, and the pseudometric d defines on RL aff /H a distance. We define Γ nc the completion of RL aff /H for the distance d: the distance on the completion will be denoted by d. The family (H(l)) l∈Laff will be the family (l) l∈L aff . The homeomorphism ι : Γ nc → Γ nc is the natural application from Γ nc in Γ nc resulting from the injection Γ nc → RL aff . It remains to define an abstract law on Γ nc . The application τ defined on C[RL aff ] satisfies the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: for any l and l ′ in RL aff ,
the function τ defines a function, also denoted by τ , on RL aff /H and, again by (8), it defines a function on Γ nc . By linearity, we extend τ
, τ is a non-commutative probability space. The abstract law on Γ nc is the restriction of the notion of non-commutative law defined on C[Γ nc ], τ . It is not difficult to see that all the properties are satisfied with these definitions.
Using all the discussion we had above, we can apply Theorem 3.6. In the commutative case, we have thus constructed a multiplicative function
) which satisfies some invariance by area-preserving Lipschitz homeomorphism property, a finite dimensional law property and a continuity property. In order to prove that it is a G-valued planar Markovian holonomy field, we must show that it satisfies the independence property of Definition 2.2. We do not explain the proof since it would follow the same arguments as the one used to prove the axiom wDP 2 in the proof of Proposition 8.4 in [13] . 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3
Combining Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.8 gives a proof of Theorem 2.2. Let us prove Theorem 2.3. First, let h l l∈L 0 be the master field, that is to say, a free planar Markovian holonomy field with characteristic triplet (α, b, 0) in some noncommutative probability space (A, τ ). We consider the pseudodistance d(x, y) = x − y L ∞ (τ ) on the group A u of unitaries of A. Let us prove that h l l∈L 0 ∈ Mult(L 0 , A u ) is continuous for this metric. By Theorem 3.5, it suffices to prove that there exists K ≥ 0 such that for all simple loop l ∈ L aff bounding a domain D and such that ℓ(l) ≤ K −1 , the following inequality holds:
This is a consequence of (4), which in our case says that, denoting by t the area inside the simple loop l, we have, for t sufficiently small,
where θ t = |α|t + (4 − bt)bt/2 + arccos(1 − bt/2). Now, if h l l∈L 0 is not the master field, which means that v = 0 in its characteristic triplet (α, b, v), let us prove that it is not continuous for · L ∞ (τ ) . Let (l(t)) t≥0 be a continuous process of simple loops of L 0 such that the interiors of the increments are disjoint and such that dx(Int(l(t))) = t. By Proposition 3.1, we know that (h l(t) ) t≥0 is a unitary Lévy process of characteristic triplet of (α, b, v) . Thus Proposition 3.3 says that 1 − h l(t) L ∞ (τ ) doesn't converge to 0 when t tends 0. On the other hand, h l(t) converges to h l(0) = 1 as t tends 0. Consequently, h l l∈L 0 is not continuous for · L ∞ (τ ) .
Convergence of planar Markovian holonomy fields toward free planar Markovian holonomy fields
The main purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 2.1 which asserts that any free planar holonomy field can be approximated by U (N )-valued planar Markovian fields. This will be achieved in section 4.3. Theorem 3.7 and 3.8 defined one-to-one mappings HF between invariant Lévy processes invariant by conjugation and Markovian planar holonomy fields, as well analogues in the framework of free probability. A first step in proving 2.1 is to show that the mappings HF are continuous in the sense of noncommutative distribution. 
tn ) ǫn exists in probability.
• There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all N ≥ 1,
Then there exists a trace
If furthermore (A, τ ) is a non-commutative probability space containing a free unitary Lévy process y = (y t ) t≥0 and the free planar Markovian holonomy field HF y , such that
for any t 1 , . . . , t n ≥ 0 and ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ n ∈ {1, * }, then, for any l ∈ L 0 ,
In section 4.3, a second step in proving theorem 2.1 will be the use of an approximation by finite unitary matrices of any free unitary Lévy process fulfilling the above conditions. We will prove Theorem 4.1 in two steps, corresponding to the next two sections.
Convergence for affine loops
We shall prove that the convergence of normalized traces for the Lévy process (Y N t ) t≥0 yields the one for the field (HF Y (l)) l∈L Aff . 
If (y t ) t≥0 is free unitary Lévy process in (A, τ ) fulfilling the second conditions then for
Proof. For any l ∈ L Aff , let us consider the embedded graph G containing l, given by Lemma 3.2 for {l}. According to point 2. of Theorem 3.6, for any enumeration
By assumption, the right tuple converges in non-commutative distribution in probability, furthermore towards l) ), when the second assumption is fulfilled).
Two uniformity estimates:
Extending this result to any loop in L 0 leads to the following problem of uniform convergence. Consider a loop l ∈ L 0 and an approximation of it by affine loops l n ∈ L Aff . Together with the continuity property of the holonomy fields (3. of Theorem 3.6), the Lemma 4.1 yields the following double limit array of L 1 -convergence:
where plain arrows are known convergences, whereas convergences along dotted arrows remain to be proved. Therefor, it would be enough to prove a uniformity estimate for one of the plain arrows. That is, showing whether
In [17] , T. Lévy proved a uniformity estimate for the convergence towards the master field, yielding (10), when Y is a Brownian motion on 1 U (N ). Namely, he showed that when Y is properly scaled Brownian motion on U (N ), for any l ∈ L Aff ,
where ℓ(l) denotes the length of l. When (l n ) n≥1 converges to l, its length converges towards the one of l and in particular sup n ℓ(l n ) < ∞. Hence, the converge.
For other Lévy processes a bound alike (12) seems much more difficult to obtain. To bypass this difficulty, we will in the next section prove (11) instead.
Remark 4.4.
One can tackle the problem of fluctuations around the limit or of moderate deviations with the same strategy. In [8] , it has been shown that the approach of [17] (11) yields that (Φ(l n )) n≥0 is a Cauchy sequence. Let Φ(l) be its limit. Then, (11) implies that
When Y converges in non-commutative distribution to a free unitary Lévy process y, such that y and HF y take their values in (A, τ ), then for any l ∈ L Aff , Φ(l) = τ (HF y (l)). The continuity property of Theorem 3.6 yields that this equality holds true for any l ∈ L 0 .
In order to prove (11), we shall use Theorem 3.5, together with a uniformity estimate.
Application of an extension theorem
Let us fix here the approximation of a loop that we shall use. For any loop l ∈ L 0 , and any integer n ∈ N, let D n (l) ∈ L Aff be the piecewise affine loop connecting consecutivelỹ 
for any simple loop s ∈ L 0 , bordering an area t. Then, for any n ≥ 1,
Proof. In the proof of Proposition 3.3.7 of [16] , that for any 2 m ≥ n ≥ 0,
According to Theorem 3.5, the function H is continuous and as (D m (l)) m≥0 converges to l, the statement holds true. An important remark must be added. A careful inspection shows that the constant K used in this proposition is the same as the constant of Theorem 3.3.1 and the same as ours.
We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 4.1 with the following argument.
Proof of the L 1 -uniform estimate (11) : Let us consider a sequence of Lévy processes Y (N) satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, together with the associated fields HF Y , realized on a probability space (Ω, B, P). We define a metric d N on the group
We shall apply the proposition 4.1 to 
By assumption, we have a bound on the right-hand-side and we get
We can apply Proposition 4.1 to HF Y considered as a multiplicative function of M(L 0 , Γ N ). Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get for any n,
This proves the limit (11).
Proof of Theorem 2.1
The following result is a crucial step in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
and in addition, almost surely: for all t 1 , . . . , t n ∈ R + and ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ n ∈ {1, * },
Moreover, we can also require the following equality for the first moment: for all N ≥ 1,
= τ (y t ).
To be precise, the last equality is not explicitely mentioned in [7, Theorem 3] , but can be traced out of the proof. For the reader convenience, we describe now a possible process (Y t (N ) ) t∈R + occuring in the theorem above, making the equality E = τ (y t ) explicit (see also [12] for a second proof of Theorem 4.2).
We define the transition semigroup (P t ) t∈R + of a Lévy process (Y t ) t≥0 on U (N ) as follows: for all t ∈ R + , all bounded Borel function f on U (N ) and all U ∈ U (N ), we set P t f (U ) = E[f (U Y t )]. The generator of (Y t ) t≥0 , is defined to be the linear operator L on C(U (N )) such as Lf = lim t→0 (P t f − f )/t whenever this limit exists. In order to describe the generator of a semigroup, we shall successively introduce in the three next paragraphs the Lie algebra u(N ) of U (N ), a scalar product on u(N ) and the notion of 
l f (h) Π(dg). (13) Conversely, given such a triplet (X 0 , (x i,j ) 1≤i,j≤N 2 , Π), there exists a Lévy process on U (N ) starting at I N whose generator is given by (13) .
The triplet (X 0 , (x i,j ) 1≤i,j≤N 2 , Π) is called the characteristic triplet of (Y t ) t∈R + . and in addition the following convergences which hold almost surely: for all n ≥ 1,
Let (y t ) t∈R
As explained in [7, Section 7.4] , the fact that the increments of (Y t (N ) ) t∈R + are independent and unitarily invariant together with one version of the theorem of Voiculescu [23] imply in particular that the process converges in non-commutative distribution to a process with free increments, in both the following senses: for all t 1 , . . . , t n ∈ R + and ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ n ∈ {1, * }, Remains the last equality in Theorem 4.2 above, which is a consequence of [7, Proposition 5.8] . Alternatively, one can argue as follows. Denoting by L N the generator of (Y t (N ) ) t∈R + , which can be read in (13), we compute the following expectation (the last line is given by Proposition 3.2) = τ (y t ). We can now apply Theorem 4.1 to conclude.
